
SAS flying to China again
From 29 September, it will once again be possible to fly direct from Scandinavia to China with SAS. There have been no direct
flights since 31 January, but SAS has now obtained approval from the Chinese authorities and is reopening the route from
Copenhagen to Shanghai with a weekly frequency.

The reopening of the route is vital for trade. With the reopening of the route, SAS is aiming to meet demand for business travel and air
freight services between Scandinavia and China.

At the end of October, SAS is also planning to resume flights to Beijing provided that SAS obtains the necessary approval from the
authorities.

SAS will operate the Shanghai route using the new Airbus 350. This state-of-the-art aircraft will enable SAS to offer a unique travel
experience. The aircraft has a much lower fuel consumption and up to 30 percent lower CO2 emissions than previous comparable
aircraft.

SAS is currently flying to 75 destinations and operates up to 380 flights a day. SAS is monitoring market developments on a weekly basis
and is ready to step up its services when travel restrictions are eased and demand for travel increases again. See our full traffic program
here.

As there is still uncertainty regarding restrictions and there are changes in travel advice, SAS offers travellers the option to change a
planned journey/ticket for a SAS Travel Voucher, up to 16 days prior to departure, for all international travel, until January 15.

SAS has introduced a range of measures aimed at meeting new demands in the work to prevent the spread of coronavirus. Please find
more information here.

SAS urges all customers to keep themselves informed of current advice and recommendations from public authorities.

For more information, please contact:  
SAS Press Office, phn +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia's leading airline, flies 30 million passengers to, from and within Scandinavia each year. The airline has three main hubs – Copenhagen,
Oslo and Stockholm – with more than 125 destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainable values, SAS will
reduce total carbon emissions by 25 percent by 2025 and use sustainable aviation fuel equivalent to the total fuel used to operate all SAS domestic
flights, by 2030.
In addition to flight operations, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air cargo services. SAS is a founder member of the Star
Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines offers around 19,000 daily flights to over 1,300 destinations worldwide.


